KAGGA KAMMA
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Dear Shareholder
2015 is off to an amazing start, with
new additions to the Kagga Kamma
team and so many projects in the
pipeline; we know the rest of 2015
will be even better. We look forward to
sharing all of Kagga Kamma’s awards,
achievements and developments with
you and can’t wait to see what the rest
of the year will bring.

Nicolas on a Rock Art Tour

Cycle Track

Ceres Beauty

BRAGGING RIGHTS
The 27th Annual RCI OSCAS Gala Awards were held on 17 March 2015. The event is one of
the most prestigious in the holiday ownership industry and celebrates partners in the industry
and their contributions to RCI in Africa. Kagga Kamma was awarded Hospitality Resort Status
and was crowned the overall winner in the category Top Hospitality Resorts. We couldn’t be
more proud of this esteemed award!
Kagga Kamma’s light also shone brightly at the annual VRS Awards, with Soultjie
Jacobs receiving the VRS Commercial Award for Best Performing Chef and Nicholas Van Zyl walking away with the Ranger of the Year Award.

WHAT’S NEW?
A super warm welcome goes out to our new
Resort Manager Tania Steenkamp as well as
new Maintenance Manager Piet Steenkamp
who joined the Kagga Kamma team in March.
We are excited to see their passion in action
and we are confident that Kagga Kamma is in
very capable hands.

Tania and Piet

Adding to the already luxurious Kagga Kamma
repertoire, Fine Dining is now also an option
for our chalet guests. The refurbishment of the
Kagga Kamma Relax Spa has been completed,
offering the cherry on top of your lavish experience.
Keeping true to Kagga Kamma’s spirit of adventure, guided tours and reptile presentations by
Nicholas Van Zyl our award winning ranger are
now part of the experience.
Upgrades have been made at reception combined with a new look for The San Trading
store. Next up is the refurbishments of the chalets; soon they will be sporting a fresh coat of
paint, varnished skirtings, doors and windows
to make your Kagga Kamma stay even more
beautiful.
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Adventure...

SOMETHING
SPECIAL
2014 was a year of love at Kagga Kamma
with quite a few of our guests taking advantage of the beautiful surroundings to
“pop the question”. Kagga Kamma staff
made sure that guests could say “yes”
with remarkable views and surroundings.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

Uniquely Kagga Kamma

Checking in procedures: In the interest of safety, security and
ensuring that only confirmed guests are allowed access to the
resort, you will be required to produce both the reservation confirmation / guest certificate and your ID, and also to complete the
indemnity form when checking into the resort.
Guest certificates: In the event that you are allowing a guest to
occupy your timeshare week, the guest must be in possession
of a valid Guest Certificate which is obtainable from Head Office
prior to the guest’s arrival.
Levy payments: Levies must be paid in terms of the Use Agreement and no occupation or usage of any form is allowable until
the levies have been paid. (This applies to usage, spacebanking,
renting etc. of the timeshare week.)
Spacebanking and rentals: Please note that a request for spacebanking or rental, must be submitted to Property Admin a minimum of five months prior to the occupation date, to enable us
to process same. Please contact Property Admin at: propertyad-

Fly in for a weekend getaway - with Kagga Kamma’s fully
operational Landing Strip, it is now even easier to enjoy your
Kagga Kamma weekend away.
Experience the beautifully rugged landscapes framed by
sandstone rock formations and unique fauna and flora specific to the region.
Enjoy spectacular views of the heavens, on the star gazing
tour you can observe the moon, stars, satellites, planets and
other amazing galaxies and clusters.
Take walk back in time with Kagga Kamma’s historical Rock
Art tour, experience culture like you never have before.

min@oaks.co.za.
Communication: To enable us to communicate effectively, please
ensure that you keep us updated regarding your current contact
details, and most importantly, your email address.
Occupation dates: Please note that resort calendars are linked to
school holidays, and it is therefore vital that you check the annual
calendar to ensure that you occupy the correct week. Please refer
to the 2016 calendar available on the following link:
www.kaggakamma.co.za/docks/KaggaKammaCalendar2016.pdf
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Thank you
We are sincerely thankful for each and
every one of you, our Shareholders.
Your dedication and ongoing support
is extremely important to us and Kagga
Kamma would not be what it is without
your input. Thank you for an amazing
first half of 2015, we are excited to see
the adventures and developments that
will cross our shared path.
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Love @ Kagga Kamma

In Closing
As the scorching summer sun gives way for a winter chill, Kagga Kamma sunsets become
even more beautiful, wishing you the very best and warmest for the second half of 2015.
Warm regards

Marjorie Forssman
VRS - Managing Director

Kagga Kamma Extreme Sport - Bouldering

